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Economics in competition (EU)

• Last 15-20 years: growing role of 

economics and economists (probably, 

Merger Regulation 1989 important trigger)

• Neven (Economic Policy, 2006):

– Turnover of economic consultancies increased 

20 times (1990-2005)

– Phase II merger cases: more economic reports

– In high profile cases: 10-20% of fees are for 

economic consultancies
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Economists in EU agencies

• Chief Competition Economist and CET –

around 20 PhD’s as of today

• Chief Economist offices in most agencies

• Probably still not enough professional 

economists in DG-Comp (83 out of 184 

are ‘economists’, but only 20 with PhDs)

• DOJ and FTC: around 100 professional 

economists (similar size of agencies)
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Economics in the EC’s practice

• Important role of economics in soft-laws

– Notices, Guidelines, modifications of Merger 

Regulation etc.

• Economics and the Commission: cases

– Growing importance of economic arguments 

in market definition and dominance analysis

– Use of econometric methods in some cases

– Reference to economic theories

– CET more active in cases (not only in policy).
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Economics and Community Courts

• In the past, the Courts repeatedly criticised the 
Commission for its economic analysis

• (Some) Judges have not hesitated to deal with 
economic issues and arguments. How?

• Jenny: 

How judges implement a manifest error of 
appreciation standard of review 

What questions they try to answer 

Implications on the way they look at economic 
evidence.
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Possible questions for discussion

• How to present economic evidence in cases? 
(technicalities impossible to understand for judges) 

• How to organise discussions/comparisons of econometric 
evidence? (e.g., 'data room' experience at the Commission)

• How to help judges discriminate between opposed 
theories/econometric results? 

• Is there room for court-appointed (i.e. independent) 
economic experts? 

• Should there exist a 'code of practice' for forensic 
economists? (e.g., always explain how robust results are, 
under which assumptions they would not hold etc.), or 
reputation mechanisms would drive out 'bad and 
untrustworthy' consultants? 


